Figure 1: Our scalable and parallel SfM system accurately recovers 138193 camera poses (marked in blue) and 100.2 million sparse 3D points of a typical medium-sized city from 138200 images of 24 megapixels. The figures from left to right zoom successively closer to the representative buildings. The detailed 3D reconstruction model is shown in the last figure.
Introduction
Thanks to the rapid development of portable cameras and the explosion of online image collections, large-scale Structure from Motion (SfM) has achieved extraordinary progress in the past few years. The state-of-the-art largescale SfM methods [1, 16, 25, 28, 45, 49] have already provided ingenious designs in feature extraction [32, 56] , overlapping image detection [1, 16, 25, 38] , feature matching and verification [57] , connected component merging [1, 25] , and bundle adjustment [14, 34, 37, 58] , while seldom deal with large-scale highly accurate camera registration, not to mention in a parallel fashion. In order to fit a whole camera registration problem into a single compute node, previous large-scale SfM works [1, 16, 25, 45, 49] generally build a compact skeletal geometry first and register the remaining cameras with respect to the skeletal reconstruction. As the problem size scales up, such works should drastically discard camera-to-camera and camera-to-track connectivity and suffer from a significant loss of geometry accuracy and completeness. Moreover, the degree of parallelism of such works is limited since they perform camera registration in terms of a whole connected component of cameras.
In this paper, we consider as many cameras, tracks and their corresponding connectivity as possible to guarantee a highly accurate and consistent reconstruction. To tackle the memory bottleneck of a single compute node and fully utilize the available parallel computation resources, we introduce a camera clustering algorithm to split the original problem into several smaller sub-problems in terms of clusters of cameras, individually solve the subsequent scalable SfM sub-problems including track generation and local incremental SfM in parallelism and finally merge them into an accurate and consistent reconstruction. We also embrace the advantages of both the robust incremental SfM method [1, 40, 41, 44, 47, 57] , which is composed of RANSAC [6] based filters and repeated partial bundle adjustment [53] and can effectively remove outlier essential matrices and feature correspondences, and the global SfM method [2, 3, 4, 5, 17, 18, 22, 33, 39] , which is extremely ef- The pipeline of our system. The figures from left to right are respectively (a) the input images, features and matches, (b) the camera clusters after the camera clustering algorithm (section 3.2), (c) the structure and motion of different camera clusters recovered by parallel local incremental SfM (section 4.2), (d) the averaged global camera motion after motion averaging (section 4.3), and (e) the camera geometry and sparse 3D points after parallel 3D point triangulation and parallel bundle adjustment (section 4.4).
ficient and able to compensate for drifting errors, and apply the highly accurate relative motions from local incremental SfM in terms of partitioned camera clusters with overlapping into a global motion averaging framework. Consequently, we can obtain more accurate and robust global camera poses than the commonly used essential-matrixbased methods [2, 3, 17, 39] and trifocal-tensor-based methods [7, 17, 26, 36] .
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we introduce a highly scalable framework by means of the proposed camera clustering algorithm to solve the SfM problem, in particular camera registration, far exceeding the memory of a single compute node in a parallel scheme. Second, we assimilate the advantages of both incremental and global SfM methods and leverage the more accurate and robust relative poses from local incremental SfM to the motion averaging framework and consequently obtain obviously improved global camera geometry.
Related Works
The previous state-of-the-art methods [15, 23, 30, 42, 52] have already endowed us with the hierarchical SfM ideology adopted in this paper but such works are limited to small-scale or sequential data-sets. Havlena et al. [23, 24] form the final 3D model by merging atomic 3D models reconstructed from camera triples together, while the merging process is not robust depending solely on common 3D points. Toldo et al. [52] propose a hierarchical camera cluster tree to merge the pairwise partial reconstruction results, the process of which however significantly depends on the tree structure. The work of Lhuillier [30] also suffers from the biased incremental motion averaging. To handle cityscale SfM in a highly scalable fashion, we arrange the subproblems in terms of clusters of cameras and associated images divided by a camera clustering algorithm instead.
In this paper, we combine both advantages of incremental and global SfM methods and improve the state-of-theart motion averaging method to merge partial camera poses into an unbiased global consistent camera geometry. The well-known incremental SfM method Photo Tourism [47] and its derivation methods [1, 40, 41, 44, 57] are able to robustly handle unstructured image data-sets, even the challenging ones harvested from the Internet. Based on an initial pair, such pipelines incrementally recover the "next-best-view" [13, 20] by carrying out perspective-threepoint(P3P) [29] combined with RANSAC [6] and frequent non-linear bundle adjustment [53] to effectively remove outlier feature correspondences and essential matrices. However, the frequent intermediate bundle adjustment is at the expense of incredible time consumption and unbalanced optimization of geometry, namely drifted convergence, especially on large-scale data-sets.
In contrast, the global SfM methods [2, 3, 4, 5, 17, 18, 22, 33, 39] solves all the camera poses simultaneously from all the input pair-wise relative poses and can effectively handle significant drifting errors. Furthermore, the computation of relative poses combined with local bundle adjustment is highly parallel, and the global SfM methods are therefore superior in efficiency than the incremental methods. However, compared with incremental SfM methods which repeatedly adopt RANSAC based correspondence filtering when initializing new camera poses, global SfM methods are more sensitive to possible erroneous epipolar geometry despite the various delicate designs of epipolar geometry filters [19, 27, 43, 54, 55, 59, 60] . We therefore apply the accurate and robust relative motions obtained from incremental SfM in terms of small-scale camera clusters to the unbiased global motion averaging framework and consequently acquire superior final camera geometry in a highly efficient manner.
Scalable Formulation

Preliminary
We start with a given set of images I = {I i }, their corresponding SIFT [32] features F = {F i } and matching correspondences M = {M ij | M ij ⊂ F i × F j , i = j} where M ij is a set of inlier feature correspondences verified by epipolar geometry [21] between two images I i and I j . Each image I i is associated with a camera C i ∈ C. Our target of this paper is then to compute the global camera poses of such cameras C = {C i }. On the other hand, all our SfM operations are performed in a distributed computing system consisted of three main components, namely a master, several compute nodes, and a distributed storage. The master is a logically centralized controller. Each of the compute nodes contains individual memory and is actually a process responsible for running tasks in parallel with other compute nodes. The distributed storage is a scalable network file system which is shared by the all the compute nodes and stores all the raw inputs, intermediate results, and final outputs.
Camera Clustering
As the problem of SfM, in particular camera registration, scales up, the following two problems emerge. First, the problem size gradually exceeds the memory of a single compute node. Second, the high degree parallelism of our distributed computing system can hardly be fully utilized. We therefore first introduce a camera clustering algorithm to split the original SfM problem into several smaller manageable sub-problems in terms of clusters of cameras and associated images. Specifically, our goal of camera clustering is to find camera clusters such that all the scalable SfM operations of each cluster can be fitted into a single compute node for efficient processing (size constraint) and that all the clusters have sufficient overlapping cameras with adjacent clusters to guarantee a complete reconstruction when their corresponding partial reconstructions are merged together in the motion averaging framework (completeness constraint).
Clustering Formulation
In order to encode the relationships between all the cameras and associated tracks, we introduce a camera graph G = {V, E}, in which each node V i ∈ V represents a camera C i ∈ C, each edge e ij ∈ E with weight w(e ij ) connects two different cameras C i and C j . In the subsequent scalable SfM, both local incremental SfM and bundle adjustment [14] encourage cameras with great numbers of common features to be grouped together for a robust geometry estimation. We therefore define the edge weight w(e ij ) as the number of feature correspondences, namely w(e ij ) = |M ij |. Our target is then to partition the original camera graph G = {V, E} into a set of sub-graphs {G k |G k = {V k , E k }} with overlapping vertices and associated edges while satisfying the following size and completeness constraints. Size constraint We encourage the number of cameras of each sub-problem G k = {V k , E k } to be small and of similar size. First, each sub-problem should be small enough to be fit into a single compute node for efficient computation. Particularly for local incremental SfM, a comparatively small-scale sub-problem can effectively avoid redundant time-consuming intermediate bundle adjustment [53] and possible drifting. Second, a balanced problem partition stimulates a fully utilization of the distributed computing system. The size constraint is therefore defined as
where
, N cam is the upper bound of the number of cameras of a sub-problem and m is the number of compute nodes. We observe from Figure 3 that both the average relative rotation and translation errors computed from local incremental SfM in a cluster first remarkably decrease and then stabilize as the number of cameras in a cluster increases. The acceptable number of cameras in a cluster is therefore in a large range and we choose N cam = 100 for the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Completeness constraint The completeness constraint enforces that the individual partial reconstructions from sub-problems can be merged into a complete global reconstruction. More concretely, the vertices and edges of all the final sub-graphs {G k |G k = {V k , E k }} should be in a connected component of the original camera graph G = {V, E}. To further encourage a robust merging of partial reconstructions from divided sub-problems, we increase the number of overlapping cameras between adjacent camera clusters and accordingly define δ(G i ) = i =j |Vi∩Vj | |Vi| as the completeness ratio of a sub-problem G i , which quantifies the degree cameras covered in one sub-problem G i are also covered by other sub-problems. We therefore enforce that ∀G i ∈ {G k }, δ(G i ) = δ c where δ c = 0.7 in this paper.
Clustering Algorithm
Starting with the dominant connected component of the original camera graph G = {E, V}, we design a three-step algorithm to solve the camera clustering problem. We illustrate a sample output of this algorithm in Figure 4 . 1. Graph simplification We trim the edges of camera graph G = {E, V} to effectively reduce the complexity of the remaining two steps. More concretely, the simplified graph G = {E , V} should satisfy that the degree of each vertex V i ∈ V is below a threshold λ d (λ d = 80). We then sort all the graph edges by edge weight w(e ij ) in ascending order and greedily discard the edge with the lowest weight and the degree of any of its connected two vertices larger than λ d . We iteratively perform the edge removal until that every graph node satisfies the degree constraint. 
Graph division
We guarantee the size constraint by recursively splitting camera clusters. More specifically, a camera cluster violating the size constraint is divided into smaller components. Starting with the simplified graph G , we iteratively apply normalized-cut algorithm [10] , which guarantees an unbiased vertex partition, to divide any subgraph G i not satisfying the size constraint into two balanced sub-graphs G i1 and G i2 , until that no sub-graphs violate the size constraint. Intuitively, camera pairs with great numbers of common features have high edge weights and are less likely to be cut.
Graph expansion
We enforce the completeness constraint by introducing sufficient overlapping cameras between adjacent camera clusters. First, we guarantee that the vertices and edges of all the sub-graphs after graph expansion should belong to a single connected component of the original camera graph G. We sort E dis the edges discarded in the graph division step by edge weight w(e ij ) in descending order and iteratively add the edge e ij and associated vertices V i and V j randomly to one of its connected sub-graphs G(V i ) and G(V j ), if G(V i ) and G(V j ) have no common vertices, where G(V i ) is the sub-graph containing vertex V i . Such process is iteratively performed until no additional edges can be added to any of the sub-graph. Next, we introduce more overlapping cameras between adjacent sub-problems to guarantee a robust complete reconstruction. For each sub-problem G i , we sort all its adjacent edges by edge weight w(e ij ) in descending order and iteratively add one edge e ij and associated vertex V j to G i if the completeness ratio of G i is lower than δ c . When all the adjacent edges are traversed and the completeness constraint is still not satisfied, we perform another iteration of graph expansion considering the adjacent edges of newly added vertices until all the sub-graphs satisfy the completeness constrain.
Camera Cluster Classification
The camera clusters from the clustering algorithm can be divided into two categories, namely independent and Algorithm 1 Graph-based camera clustering algorithm
Graph expansion for each eij ∈ Edis sorted by w(eij ) in descending order do if G(Vi) and G(Vj ) have no common vertices, where G(Vi) is the sub-graph containing Vi then if select i and j uniformly at random and i is selected then Add eij and Vj to G(Vi) else Add eij and Vi to G(Vj ) for each Gi = {Ei, Vi} ∈ Gsize do while δ(Gi) < δc do Eadj(Gi) ← edges adjacent to Gi sorted by w(eij ) in descending order
interdependent camera clusters. Before the graph expansion step, all the partitioned camera clusters are fully independent and we define them as independent camera clusters. Such independent camera clusters are vital to the following parallel 3D point triangulation and parallel bundle adjustment. We can also rely on the independent camera clusters to build the hierarchical camera cluster tree T c , in which each leaf node corresponds to an independent camera cluster before graph expansion and each non-leaf node is associated with an intermediate camera cluster during the recursive binary graph division. The hierarchical camera cluster tree is a crucial structure in the subsequent parallel track generation. Accordingly, we define the camera clusters after graph expansion as interdependent camera clusters since they share overlapping cameras with adjacent clusters. Such interdependent camera clusters are applied into the process of parallel local incremental SfM.
Scalable Implementation
Track Generation
The first step of scalable SfM is to leverage the pairwise feature correspondences to generate globally consistent tracks across all the images, and the problem can be solved by a standard Union-Find [35] algorithm. However, as the size of the input image collections scales up, it gradually becomes impossible to concurrently load all the feature and associated match files into the memory of a single compute node for track generation. We therefore base on the hierarchical camera cluster tree T c to perform track generation. In detail, we define N k i as the node in the kth level of a hierarchical camera cluster tree T c , and N 
Local Incremental SfM
For the cameras and corresponding tracks of each interdependent camera cluster denoted by the sub-graph G k = {E k , V k }, we perform the subsequent local incremental SfM on each compute node in parallelism. Local incremental SfM considers N -view (≥ 3) in the pose estimation of each newly added camera [29] and combines RANSAC [6] based filters with repeated partial bundle adjustment [57] to effectively discard erroneous feature correspondences and essential matrices. We can therefore acquire far more accurate and robust relative motions than the generally adopted pairwise essential-matrix-based methods [2, 3, 17, 39] and the trifocal-tensor-based methods [7, 17, 26, 36] , even for the relative poses with weak association, large angle of views, and great scale variation.
Motion Averaging
Given a set of n images I = {I i }, the motion averaging problem is to leverage the C accurate and robust relative motions can be obtained from a cluster of k cameras for a robust and accurate estimation of the global camera geometry. It is noteworthy that a single compute node can easily handle the whole process of motion averaging even considering tens of thousands of cameras and corresponding particularly sparse 3D points.
Preprocessing
First, we only leverage the relative motions associated with camera pairs with sufficient common tracks (≥ 12) for the following motion averaging and such preprocessing remarkably decreases the following computation complexity. Since a camera pair (C i , C j ) may exist in different interdependent camera clusters, there are multiple correspond- ing estimations of relative motions {T
} with respect to a camera pair (C i , C j ). We subsequently follow the single rotation averaging approach introduced in [22] to obtain the single relative rotation R ij with a set of estimations {R k ij } from N interdependent camera clusters by minimizing the following 2 cost function:
is the angular distance [22] between two rotation matrices R and S. We also follow the work [12] to obtain the averaged single relative translation t ij by the following equation:
Thanks to the accurate and robust relative motions from local incremental SfM, there is no need for additional filters of erroneous epipolar geometry [19, 27, 43, 54, 55, 59 , 60] and we follow the state-of-the-art work [5] for efficient and robust rotation averaging.
Translation Averaging
We improve the highly efficient and principled translation averaging scheme [55] by minimizing the translation averaging cost function E t defined by E t = E c + αE p , where E c and E p are camera-to-camera and camera-to-point translation averaging cost functions respectively, and α balances the initial values of E c and αE p to be equal. Camera-to-camera relative translation Given the input cameras C = {C i } with projection matrices denoted by
} and a set of camera-to-camera relative translations T c = {t ij }, the camera-to-camera translation averaging cost function E c can be formulated as:
where d chord (t 1 ,t 2 ) is the chordal distance between two unit vectorst 1 ∈ R 3 andt 2 ∈ R 3 . Camera-to-point relative translation We also consider camera-to-point relative translations in translation averaging because the camera-to-point relative translation implicitly encodes the scale of a translation while the traditional translation averaging methods based on epipolar geometry [2, 3, 17, 39] only encode the direction of a translation. It is also because camera-to-point relative translations enrich the constraints of less photographed scenes Table 1 : The comparison of the benchmark data-sets [50] . δR is the average relative rotation error measured in degrees, δt denotes the average relative translation error measured in degrees,x is the average position error in millimeters after motion averaging and before bundle adjustment, andxBA denotes the average position error in millimeters after bundle adjustment.
and effectively eliminate the possibility that a consistent model from weakly associated images splits into disconnected sub-models. However, the state-of-the-art work [55] mentions that the augmentation of the translation averaging problem with camera-to-point relative translations generally introduces noisy structure and motion, since there exists enormous erroneous connectivity between cameras and tracks. Thanks to local incremental SfM which is consisted of RANSAC [6] based filters able to discard outlier camerato-track correspondences and bundle adjustment [53] further optimizing the relative motions in a non-linear least square manner, we can directly apply the accurate and robust camera-to-point relative translations from the clusters of cameras and tracks recovered by local incremental SfM to our translation averaging formulation. More specifically, given the input cameras C = {C i } with projection matrices denoted by
, their visible sparse 3D points P = {p j } and associated relative translations T p = {t p ij } between cameras and visible 3D points with respect to the cameras, the camera-to-point translation averaging cost function E p is defined as:
In terms of implementations, we greedily select 3D points visible by most successfully recovered cameras until such cameras see k points, and we choose k = 10 for the tradeoff between quality and efficiency. We still use random initialization for the positions of camera optical centers and 3D points and it works remarkably well [55] .
As shown in Table 1 , the averaged global camera geometry adopting the relative motions from local incremental SfM obviously outperforms those from the state-of-theart methods [36, 51] . Figure 5 also demonstrates that the augmentation of camera-to-point relative translations further improves the final translation averaging results.
Bundle Adjustment
We follow the state-of-the-art algorithm proposed by Eriksson et al. [14] for distributed bundle adjustment. Since this work [14] declares to have no restriction on the partitions of cameras, we directly refer to the independent camera clusters and associated cameras, tracks and projections as the sub-problems of the objective function of bundle adjustment. For each independent camera cluster, we triangulate [31] their corresponding 3D points with sufficient visible cameras (≥ 3) from their feature correspondences validated by local incremental SfM based on the averaged global camera geometry. Next, the independent subproblems including solving a total sum-of-squares problem which can be directly applicable to a standard bundle adjustment formulation and averaging multiple estimations of 3D points from different sub-problems are evaluated iteratively in parallel until convergence. The process of averaging multiple estimations of 3D points requires value exchanges between multiple camera clusters, and we perform a compromising non-distributed implementation for the small-scale data-sets (≤ 10000) to avoid inefficient I/O. As for the city-scale bundle adjustment which is handled in a truly multi-computer distributed manner, such I/O between multiple compute nodes is inevitable.
Experiments
Implementation and data-sets We implement our approach in C++ and perform all the experiments on a distributed computing system consisting of 10 compute nodes each of which has 6-Core (12 threads) Intel 3.40 GHz processors and 128 GB memory. All the compute nodes are deployed on a scalable network file system similar to Hadoop File System [46] . We implement a multicore bundle adjustment solver similar to PBA [58] to solve the non-linear optimization problem, and utilize Graclus [11] to solve the normalized-cut problem. Three types of data-sets are introduced for testing, namely the benchmark data-sets [50] with absolute measurements of camera poses, publicly available landmark-scale Internet photo collections [55] , and challenging city-scale data-sets containing up to hundreds of thousands of high resolution images. Benchmark data-sets The statistics of the comparisons of the benchmark data-sets [50] between the state-of-the-art methods [8, 36, 51, 57] and our proposed method are shown in Table 1 . To guarantee the success of camera clustering, we set N cam = 7 for all the benchmark data-sets. For the data-sets with ground-truth camera intrinsics, our method generates obviously more accurate relative poses, including relative rotations and translations, and consequently guarantees almost an order of magnitude more accurate global camera geometry after motion averaging than the state-ofthe-art methods [8, 36, 51, 57] . We therefore demonstrate NcxxBA  TBA  T  TBA  T  TBA  T  TBA  T  TLS TBA  T  Alamo  577 Table 2 : The comparison of the Internet data-sets [55] . We regard the SfM results of [47] as the reference model. Nc denotes the number of recovered cameras in SfM,x is the median position error measured in meters after motion averaging and before bundle adjustment, and xBA represents the median position error in meters after bundle adjustment. We also compare the time overhead for each method, and introduce TLS, TBA and TΣ to denote the local incremental SfM time, final full bundle adjustment time, and total running time respectively.
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Piazza del Popolo that local SfM involving RANSAC [6] based pose estimation [29] and frequent local bundle adjustment [53] can effectively discard outlier feature correspondences and erroneous epipolar geometry and guarantee more accurate and robust relative poses for motion averaging. We also find that our superiority is significantly more evident for the datasets with approximate initial intrinsics, in which we regard 1.2 × max (image width, image height) as the initial focal length [57] and picture center as the initial principle point. An obvious limitation of current global SfM methods is that the relative poses obtained by decomposing the essential matrices are far less accurate given a crude estimate of camera intrinsics. We can see that our method containing local incremental SfM recovers obviously better intrinsics than the focal length calibration method adopted in [51] and the estimation from the EXIF tag [36] and consequently produces apparently better averaged global camera geometry.
Internet data-sets The same as the experiments of the benchmark data-sets, we run all the experiments of the publicly available Internet data-set [55] on a single computer to make a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art methods [26, 39, 51, 55] on efficiency. As shown in Table 2 , our method generates obviously more accurate global camera geometry measured by the median position errors of optical centers than the other methods both before and after bundle adjustment. Moreover, our method recovers more cameras than other methods in all the data-sets except for the Notre Dame and NYC Library data-sets. In terms of efficiency, our pipeline is comparable to the state-of-the-art methods [26, 39, 51, 55] . We also demonstrate some of the visual results of the Internet data-sets in Figure 6 . City-scale data-sets The statistics of the input city-scale data-sets are demonstrated in Table 3 . The resolution of the Internet images [1, 16, 45, 47, 48] is generally several megapixels and at most thousands of features are detected for each image, while we leverage the images with a resolution ranging from 24 megapixels to 50 megapixels for the city-scale SfM and the average number of detected features of each image ranges from 69.1K to 170.1K. Different from the state-of-the-art methods [1, 16, 45, 47, 48] which leverage auxiliary geographical information to separate the input data-set into small-scale subsets of images for individual processing [1, 16, 25] and meanwhile extensively discard camera-to-camera and camera-to-track connectivity [48] , all the input images of our four city-scale data-sets are reconstructed in a connected component without any simplification of connectivity. Obviously, the stateof-the-art methods [1, 16, 45, 47, 48] are unable to handle such large-scale SfM problems. Moreover, the statistics in Table 3 also show that the whole structure and motion generated by our pipeline are well constrained since the average number of connected cameras with sufficient tracks (≥ 12) of each camera ranges from 176.49 to 234.31 and each track is visible by at least 6.24 cameras in average. In Figure 10 , we also provide the visual results of the city-scale data-sets containing both mesh and textured models with vivid and delicate reconstruction details to qualitatively demonstrate the high accuracy of the finally recovered camera geometry.
As for the efficiency, we note in Table 3 that the running time of track generation and local incremental SfM grows linearly as the number of images increases. We also find that the running time of bundle adjustment gradually dom- inates as the number of images drastically increases, which is within our expectation since the complexity of bundle adjustment is O(m + n) 3 given m cameras and n 3D points even in a distributed manner. Even for the largest data-set tested in the experiments, our parallel computing system composed of 10 compute nodes can successfully recover 138193 cameras and 100.2M sparse 3D points from 138200 high-resolution images within 24 hours.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a parallel pipeline able to handle accurate SfM problems far exceeding the memory of a single compute node. A graph-based camera clustering algorithm is first introduced to facilitate the scalable and parallel SfM processing by dividing the original problem into sub-problems and a motion averaging method taking the advantages of both incremental and global SfM methods is subsequently proposed to merge partial reconstructions into a global consistent reconstruction. Our pipeline is able to handle the city-scale SfM problem, particularly camera registration, of far greater size than the state-of-the-art methods in a highly scalable and parallel manner and is finally able to generate highly accurate and consistent camera geometry for the subsequent dense stereo reconstruction.
7. Appendix 7.1. Discussion completeness threshold δ c In our approach, we have one important parameter, namely the camera cluster completeness ratio δ c , which quantifies the degree cameras covered in one sub-problem are also covered in other problems. A large cluster completeness threshold δ c means more redundant cameras existed in multiple camera clusters. That is a large δ c guarantees a more robust SfM while at the expense of some efficiency. We can see the statistics from Table 5 that when the completeness threshold δ c is greater than or equal to 0.5, the accuracy of the final SfM results is almost the same in terms of both the number of recovered cameras and the camera median position error measured in meters. We therefore choose δ c = 0.7 in this paper for a robust SfM.
Number of relative motions The traditional essentialmatrix-based methods [2, 3, 17, 39] and trifocal-tensorbased methods [7, 17, 26, 36 ] rely on camera pairs or triplets with sufficient feature correspondences to compute the epipolar geometry or trifocal tensor and require sufficient constraints of feature correspondences for a robust estimation. Since we obtain relative motions from a cluster of cameras reconstructed by local incremental SfM, and the relative motion of every pair of cameras can be obtained within a camera cluster even though such a camera pair has few or no feature correspondences. We can subsequently apply much more relative motions than the state-of-theart methods to the motion averaging framework and subsequently obtain more robust global camera geometry. Table 4 shows the comparison of the number obtained relative motions between the state-of-the-art essential-matrix-based method [36] and our method.
Experiments on Challenging Data-sets
In this section, we provide additional visual experimental results of our pipeline on some challenging data-sets containing cameras with close-loop [9] and in forward-motion. We also give a challenging data-set containing weakly connected street-view and aerial images. All these visual experiential results demonstrate the superior performance of our proposed approach in both accuracy and robustness.
Cameras with Close-loop We compare the visual SfM results between the state-of-the-art methods [9, 39, 57] and ours on two challenging close-loop data-sets including Pittsburgh and Campus data-sets. The Pittsburgh dataset is consisted of 388 Google street-view images and the Campus data-set contains 1040 images captured by a smartphone. Both data-sets have unknown camera intrinsics, and we use 1.2 × max(image length, image heigh) as the rough estimation of the focal length and image center as the principle point. We find that the work [9] and ours success- Table 4 : The comparison of the number obtained relative motions between the state-of-the-art essential-matrix-based method [36] and our method. Our method can obtain much more redundant relative poses than the state-of-the-art method [36] .
fully recovered the close-loop structure while the two other works [39, 57] failed. Moreover, our recovered camera geometry of the Campus data-set is obviously more accurate than the camera geometry from the work [9] .
Cameras with Forward Motion
We know that the traditional essential-matrix-based methods [2, 3, 17, 39] generally generate ill poses in col-linear camera motion, since essential matrices only encode the direction of a translation. Thanks to the accurate and robust relative motions from local incremental SfM, our proposed method can effectively handle the estimation of camera geometry from images in forward motion. The Street data-set is consisted of 1102 images and all the images capture the street site in both forward and back motion.
Fusion of Street-view and Aerial Images Finally, we provide an especially challenging data-set named University Campus. The University Campus data-set contains 12082 street-view and aerial images of 12 megapixels and the connections between aerial and street-view images are very weak with only a few matching correspondences. We find that the-state-of-art methods [36, 51] both failed to recover the camera poses of aerial and street-view images as a whole. It is mainly because both the essential-matrixbased methods [2, 3, 17, 39] and trifocal-tensor-based methods [7, 17, 26, 36] tend to generate ill relative poses between images with large scale variance. While, our pipeline successfully reconstruct the camera geometry of both aerial and street-view images in a consistent manner and the experimental results further demonstrate the robustness of incremental SfM in pose estimation even for images with weak feature correspondences and large scale variance. The visual results are shown in Figure 11 . 
